Effect of maturation on the fluoride release of resin-modified glass ionomer and polyacid-modified composite resin cements.
The effect of an early water contact on the fluoride release is studied for the resin-modified glass ionomer cements (RM-GIC) GC Lining LC, PhotacBond, Vitremer and Vitrebond and for the polyacid-modified composite resins (PAM-C) Variglass and Dyract. Six months fluoride release profiles were determined in regularly renewed water (37 degrees C), for the products directly after light curing and after 24 h maturation in a humid atmosphere (85% RH). ANOVA shows that both the short-term and the long-term fluoride release of a RM-GIC are influenced by this maturation. This indicates that direct water contact for this material should be avoided. For the RM-GIC a correlation is found between the initial fluoride release process and the long-term process. For the PAM-C materials, no differences in the fluoride release are found as a function of maturation, indicating that early water contact has no effect. The amounts of fluoride released by PAM-C are low compared to RM-GIC, which can affect their caries preventive potential. The results are explained on the basis of the setting reaction of both types of materials.